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Welcome back my friends, to the show
that never ends. Before we have the
judges come out and explain the rules,
we'd like to open with a statement about
comic books in general. If you use it as a
guideline, you'll never be  unhappy...

ONLY BUY COMICS THAT YOU
READ AND ENJOY!

We cannot stress that highly enough.
Comics are an entertainment medium,
and, as such, must provide you with
entertainment for your dollar. Especially
in these days of price increases and over-
hyped title launches, it is important for
you, as a fan, to vote with your
pocketbook. Regardless of our personal
tastes and recommendations to y'all you
should immediately quit reading any title
that you don’t actively enjoy! Stop
buying a comic just to keep your
collection complete, and stop buying it if
you are "waiting for it to get better.” All
we want is for you to be happy, and to
always feel that you are getting value for
your dollar. ‘Nuff  said?

Now we'd like to talk about the rules of
this Sub system:

1. You fill out a subscription update
form every month. The deadline to turn
in your form is printed on the front of the
form. You must also come in at least once
a month to pay for and clear out your
books. Exceptions can be made if, for
example, you are going out of town, but
you must inform us, in writing (any note
will do), to insure no interruption of your
service. If you do not pick up your books
during the month for which they were
ordered, we will not hold them for you to
pick up late unless you give us written
instructions to do so.

2. You must make a deposit and keep an
up-to-date deposit form on file with us.
You can make the deposit either with: 1)
An executed verified credit card form
(with the amount to be filled in should you
fail to pick up your books), or 2) a cash

deposit of $5.00 or 50% of the value of
your order, whichever is greater. Please
note that this deposit will be applied to any
outstanding amounts you owe us for
books that you have not picked up within
the required time. If the deposit amount is
not sufficient, we may require you to pay
the balance due before accepting any
other subscription form requests.

3. If you mark it, you buy it. We base our
orders on some items very closely to your
choices, and will hold you to it.
Submitting a sub-form is an explicit
contract. Of course, if we make an error
pulling your books, you may throw it
back. You may tell us BEFORE a book is
placed in your box that you wish to cancel
it, but once it makes it into your slot,
you’re obligated to purchase what you
ordered.

4. We can only guarantee your order if
you get it to us before the deadline,
which is marked on the cover of the form.
This especially pertains to any limited
item. After this date, we will make every
effort to fill your order, but can no longer
assure it. This is generally not a problem
with most titles.

5. Please don't forget to put your name
on your form. Forms without names go
instantly into the garbage.

6. For your own sake, take your time
when you fill out the forms. Make sure
you read the New Comics section for info,
and ask us any specific questions you may
have. We strongly urge you NOT to
complete the form at the store. Do it at
home where you can take some time to
consider your choices.

7. By turning in a form, you create a
legal obligation to pay for and pick up
the books you chose. Just because you
aren't paying for them right now, don't let
your eyes get bigger than your
pocketbook. It might behoove you to add
up your choices, and make certain you can
afford them in your budget. By signing

and delivering to us the subscription form,
you agree to pay for and pick up all books
ordered. By signing the deposit form and
paying us the deposit, you agree to allow
us to use the deposit to cover the price of
any books you do not pick up!

We only have a limited amount of room
on the sub form , however we will happily
order any item out of the distributor’s
catalog that you desire. Diamond
Previews lists hundreds of products that
we haven't the room for, and gives much
more in-depth descriptions of titles. All
special orders have the same deadline as
the subscription form, and may be subject
to a further deposit (though that's very
rare!)

Thousands of more products are
available each month and can be looked
at in Diamond’s PREVIEWS catalog
online:
https://www.previewsworld.com/
Catalog

You can also find each week’s new
releases at:
https://www.previewsworld.com/
NewReleases

As well as a listing of what is on “final
order cutoff” each week, including all of
the variant covers and stuff like that –
remember we do not order rack copies
of variant covers in most cases unless
there are orders placed in advance!
https://www.previewsworld.com/
FinalOrdersDue

Thems the rules! If you have any
questions, or need any clarifications
whatsoever, please feel free to directly
contact owner Brian Hibbs at:

brian@comixexperience.com
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Black Dog & Leventhal
Impossible People: A Completely Average
Recovery Story HC: Opening at the
culmination of a disastrous trip to Puerto Rico,
Julia stands stupefied in the middle of the
jungle beside a rental Jeep she’s just crashed.
From here, we flash back to the beginning of
her five-year-journey towards sobriety that
includes group therapy, relapses, ill-fated
relationships, evictions and more. A
sometimes-funny portrayal of addition,
showing that the road to recovery is rarely
linear. Written & drawn by Julia Wertz. 320
pages for $30

Black Panel Press
The Amazing Camel Toe GN: Constance is
a young, modern illustrator who makes a pithy,
pissy feminist comic featuring the Amazing
Camel Toe, an anti-macho vigilante in tight,
leopard-print leggings who battles sexism,
slut-shaming and unrealistic beauty standards.
When a potential publishing deal appears, she
must step up and take a page out of Camel
Toe’s book and assert herself. Funny, simple,
relatable. Written & drawn by Claire Duplan.
120 pages for $24.99

Black Mask Studios
Don’t Avert Your Eyes #1: Socialite Reno
Selleti doesn’t care about much beyond
Instagram likes, hipster drugs and the
paparazzi, so when she’s invited to an Eyes
Wide Shut-type party she thinks little of it.
Before long she realizes it’s not really a fun
joke so much as an actual occult ritual, and
suddenly she’s seeing horrific apparitions
warning her to run. Written by Patrick Kindlon
& Maria Llovet with art from Valentina Pinti.
36 pages for $6.99

Boom! Studios
Ghostlore #1 (of 12): After a devastating
accident in which they were the only survivors,
estranged father and daughter Lucas &
Harmony Agate can see the dead. Others with
the same power have taken to some malicious
behaviors. Will they overcome their past to
work together and survive this situation?

Abrams Comicarts
Grand Slam Romance Vol. 1: Mickey
Monsoon is the hotshot pitcher for the Belle
City Broads, a softball team poised to sweep
the league this season. But they’re soon thrown
off their usually impeccable game by the
surprise appearance of Astra Maxima, their
former “best friend” (wink wink). Astra is flirty
and reckless, which rule-abiding Mickey has
always hated…and finds themselves utterly
weak against. Will Mickey seek vengeance, or
Astra’s hand in theirs…?! Written by Ollie
Hicks with art from Emma Oosterhous. 240
pages for $24.99

Avery Hill Publishing
Pet Peeves GN: Bobbie’s life is going nowhere
fast. Working at a bar, wanting to play music
but somehow never having the time or energy.
As the relentless day-in-day-out work piles up,
music and roommates and social plans seem
less important as she struggles to make rent.
The only thing she has time for outside of work
is her dog…and it seems he may be working
overtime to keep it that way. Written & drawn
by Nicole Goux. 104 pages for $16.95

AWA Studios
Gatsby OGN: I know, I know! You must be
sick of Gatsby adaptations, but check this one
out. When middle-class Singaporean student
Lu Zhao is invited to spend a summer on Long
Island with his rich cousin, Tommy, before
starting at Columbia University in the fall, his
assimilation into the opulent American lifestyle
straps him into a collision course fueled by
designer drugs, sex, deceit and muuuurder.
Written by Jeremy Holt with art from Felipe
Cunha, intro by Billy Porter. 192 pages for
$19.99

By Zoe Hu
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Written by Cullen Bunn with art from
LEOMACS & Brian Hurtt. 32 pages for $4.99

Conundrum Press
Adherent GN: The residents of an isolated
village in a dreamlike world scavenge for
supplies in the surrounding forest. No one
strays very far. When they come across a stack
of notebooks by an unknown author, one of the

young villagers becomes obsessed and sets out
on a quest to find the writer. Written & drawn
by Chris W. Kim. 220 pages for $20

Kettle Harbor GN: Once tied at the hip, the
two cousins, Andrea and Brendan, awkwardly
reconnect over nostalgic hiking trips and retro
video games. Meanwhile Brendan’s husband
Michael works on the premiere of a new play
at the local theater. As he struggles with the
play, he must also care for his mother, the
renowned playwright, who is suffering from
early dementia. Written & drawn by Kyle
Vingoe-Cram. 264 pages for $25

Dark Horse
Miss Truesdale
and the Fall of
Hyperborea #1
(of 4): One of the
last followers of a
failing Heliopic
Brotherhood of
Ra, the unassum-
ingMiss Truesdale
finds herself on
the receiving end
of Brotherhood
leader Tefnut
Trionus's final

only just enough to get by. As his powers get
stronger, the cities start forming animal avatars
from scraps in order to physically travel
alongside him on his adventures. Written by
Greg Pak with art from Minkyu Jung. 32 pages
for $3.99

Cyborg #1 (of 6): When a family emergency
brings Cyborg back home to Detroit, Victor
S t o n e
surprisin
gly finds
h i m s e l f
enjoying
his return
to the
s i m p l e r
life. But a
lot has
changed in
D e t r o i t
w h i l e
V i c t o r ’ s
b e e n
away; an
aggressive
n e w
company
is turning
the Motor City into an overclocked engine for
revolutionary artificial intelligence…and no
one knows better than Cyborg that
technological transformation always comes at
a steep human price. Written by Morgan
Hampton with art from Tom Raney. 32 pages
for $3.99

Green Lantern #1: A heartbreaking defeat has
sent Hal reeling, returning home to rediscover
his roots and find the man responsible for
ruining his life: Sinestro. Written by Jeremy
Adams with art from Xermanico. 40 pages for
$4.99

New Talent Showcase: The Milestone
Initiative #1: In May of 2022, 12 writers and
12 artists came to DC headquarters to hone
t h e i r
s k i l l s
w i t h
some of
the best
comics
creators
in the
b u s i n
ess, and
one year
l a t e r ,
w e ’ r e
showing
t h e
r e s u l t s
of the
cohort’s
hard work! 112 pages for $3.99

vision. Connecting her life in Victorian London
to a young gladiator in ancient Hyperborea,
Truesdale discovers she now has the chance to
change the future by altering the bygone past.
Written by Mignola with art from Jesse
Lonergan. 32 pages for $3.99

Murder Inc.: Jagger Rose #1 (of 6): The five
families of organized crime never lost their
stranglehold on the US. Now, half the country
is a mess of sex and sin ruled by loyalty and
“family values,” and the newly “made”
Valentine Gallo & Jagger Rose rise through
the ranks of the notorious Bonavese family.
Written by Bendis with art from Michael
Oeming. 32 pages for $3.99

Survival #1 (of 5): When Emma Reed returned
to her Alaskan hometown, she expected a tense
family reunion. But early that morning, a plane
crash landing in the thick woods near the
mountain brought a creature of ancient terrors
to the last American frontier, turning this
unspoiled wilderness into a killing ground…
Written by Sean Lewis with art from Natalie
Barahona. 32 pages for $3.99

DC Entertainment
Batman: The Brave & the Bold #1: The
all-new anthology series, since you all love
those. An extended version of Riddler’s One
Bad Day, StormWatch, some b+w Batman and
new Superman lore. Stories from Tom King &
Mitch Gerads, Ed Brisson & Jeff Spokes, Dan
Mora and Christopher Cantwell & Javier
Rodriguez. 64 pages for $7.99

City Boy #1 (of 6): City Boy, a.k.a. Cameron
Kim, is just trying to make a living by using
his powers of being able to speak to cities to
find lost and hidden goods to pawn, and it’s
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Peacemaker Tries Hard! #1 (of 6):
Peacemaker gets a dog, then someone steals
the dog and Peacemaker has to go all John-
Wick-but-Peacemaker-style on his ass. Should
be fun. Written by Kyle Starks with art from
Steve Pugh. 32 pages for $4.99

Power Girl Special #1: One shot. With
Omen’s guidance, Power Girl now strives to
battle the demons— literal and figurative—
lurking within the minds of some of the
greatest superheroes in the DC Universe. But
the nefarious Johnny Sorrow has been
searching for a connection to Earth-0, and the
superheroines’ work may unwittingly give him
the means to make their world his personal
stage. Written by Leah Williams with art from
Marguerite Sauvage. 48 pages for $5.99

The Vigil #1 (of 6): The shipping vessel
Eastwind was taken captive by pirates off the
coast of Thailand. 24 hours after the crew had
been taken hostage, they reported an
intervention by a group of unknown
individuals. There have long been rumors of
rogue metahumans targeting weaponized
illegal technology, with some hinting that they
call themselves The Vigil. What were they
after? Why did they intervene? Are there metas
among us? Written by Ram V with art from
Lalit Kumar Sharma. 32 pages for $3.99

Fanfare Presents Ponent Mon
The Solitary Gourmet: As a salesman, Gorō
Inogashira travels Japan, where he visits
various restaurants and street booths to sample
the local
cuisine. Each
of the thirty-
two chapters
e x p l o r e s
another dish in
a n o t h e r
restaurant in
another part of
town – from
Tokyo to
Tottori, from
Osaka to the
hospital and
even ventures
to an Algerian
restaurant in
Paris, eating
and observing. Extremely slice-of-life,
extremely gorgeous. Don’t miss your chance
at this classic Jiro Taniguchi masterpiece.
Written by Masayuki Kusumi with art from
Jiro Taniguchi. 344 pages for $35

Shazam! #1: Dinosaurs from space! The
Clubhouse of Eternity! Homicidal worms and
talking tigers! Atomic robots, alien worlds,
mad scientists, sinister curses, and villains
from throughout the DC Universe—welcome
to the wild adventures of Billy Batson, whose
big red alter ego defends the Earth from its
weirdest and wildest threats! Written by Mark
Waid with art from Dan Mora. 32 pages for
$3.99

Spirit World #1 (of 6): Introducing Xanthe, a
new hero with the power to turn burned-up joss
paper into real-world objects. When a portal
opens up that drags Cassandra Cain into the
Spirit World, it’s up to Xanthe and Constantine
to travel to the land of the spirits to rescue her.
Written by Alyssa Wong with art from
Haining. 32 pages for $3.99

Suicide Squad: Kill Arkham Asylum #1 (of
5):  Amanda Waller has taken control of the
recently rebuilt Arkham Asylum, and her brutal
tactics and merciless methods have led to the
most secure asylum Gotham has ever known.
But when the cell doors open and the inmates
are left in a free-for-all deathmatch, Waller’s
true intentions reveal themselves: identify the
strongest, smartest, and most brutal inmates of
the asylum to serve her on Task Force X.
Written by John Layman with art from Jesus
Hervas. 32 pages for $4.99

Titans #1: The Teen Titans are ready to grow
up. Each member joined as a much younger
hero, certain that one day they’d be invited to
join the Justice League. The time has come,
not for them to join the League…but to replace
it! Are the no-longer-teen heroes ready for the
big leagues? Written by Tom Taylor with art
from Nicola Scott. 32 pages for $3.99
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Fantagraphics
Listen, Beautiful Márcia HC: Márcia is a
nurse in a hospital near Rio and lives in a favela
with her boyfriend, Aluisio, and daughter,
Jaqueline. Jaqueline, a troubled young adult,
hangs out with
members of a
neighborhood
gang that leads
to violent
a l t e r c a t i o n s
between mother
and daughter.
The situation
d e g e n e r a t e s
even more when
Jaqueline is
arrested. Márcia
and Aluisio,
d i s t r a u g h t ,
realize that
Jaqueline is in
deeper trouble than they ever thought. A
fast-paced, flamboyantly colorful new graphic
novel by one of the most important Brazilian
graphic novelists working today.   Written &
drawn by Marcello Quintanilha. 128 pages for
$29.99

:01 First Second Books
Tegan and Sara Vol. 1: Junior High: From
first crushes to the perils of puberty, surviving
junior high is something the sisters plan to face
side by side, just like they've always faced
things. But growing up also means growing
apart, as Tegan and Sara make different friends
and take separate paths to understanding their
queerness. For the first time ever, they ask who
one sister is without the other. Written by
Tegan & Sara with art from Tillie Walden (of
course). 304 pages for $14.99

Andrew Wheeler with art from Ilias Kyriazis.
32 pages for $3.99

Image Comics
Arcade Kings #1 (of 5): Joe, a mysterious new
face in Infinity City, is the best player at the
Round House
Arcade. His
challengers have
all failed so far.
But his secret
past is about to
catch up when his
most formidable
challenge yet
rolls into town,
forcing Joe to
confront his
fighting family
legacy. Written
& drawn by
Dylan Burnett.
48 pages for $7.99

Savage Strength of Starstorm #1: Orphaned
amnesiac high schooler Grant Garrison is just
trying his
best to get
along when a
m e t e o r
decimates his
school. In the
rubble, he
discovers an
artifact from
a n o t h e r
galaxy: the
S t a r s t o r m .
The power
that resides
within it will
d e t e r m i n e
not only his
future, but
the fate of the entire universe. Written & drawn
by Drew Craig.  32 pages for $3.99

Starsigns #1: Astrology girlies unite! The
constellations
of the zodiac
fall to earth,
granting twelve
p e o p l e
s u p e r h u m a n
powers of the
S t a r s i g n s .
Written by
Saladin Ahmed
with art from
Megan Levens
& Kelly
Fitzpatrick. 32
pages for $3.99

Humanoids
Gurvan: A Dream of Earth: Deep in space
sits The Materedu, where the soldiers of the
Terran Coalition are cloned from the best who
came before them, and trained under an
artificial sun to fight in the endless conflict
with a fearsome foe. Among them, average
combat pilot Gurvan dreams of surviving the
seven years each Coalition fighter must serve,
so that he may retire to the distant peace of
Earth. But when Gurvan crosses paths with an
opposing soldier, he begins to wonder if he
knows his enemy… or even his allies.
Originally by PJ Herault, adapted by Mathieu
Mariolle & Livia Pastore. 120 pages for $24.99

The Incal: Dying Star: Things are not going
well for Commander Kaimann. Luz, the love
of his life, is dead, his home of Tortuga
destroyed, his crew ghostly apparitions, and
his crocodilian mutation taking over more and
more of his body, Commander Kaimann is
fighting for his life on multiple fronts. Just
when it seems like despair may overtake him,
a chance encounter with a strange violin
connects him to Aurora, a woman living in a
future where she is staring down almost certain
destruction. With his passions renewed,
Kaimann hatches a bold plan to find a cure for
his mutation and a future with his newfound
love. Written by Dan Watters with art from Jon
Davis-Hunt. 128 pages for $24.99

IDW
Cat Fight #1: Felix lives a life of high fashion
and indulgence. Sure, he steals to get it, but he
gets it on his own, nonetheless. When a
mysterious character by the name of
Schrodinger threatens Felix's only surviving
family member, Felix is sent on a globetrotting
game of cat and mouse in a heightened world
of colorful criminal masterminds. Written by
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Something Epic #1: Creative thought takes
physical form in the outskirts of our minds in
this fantasy epic, and only a handful of people
(known as Epics) can interact with this world.
Fourteen year old Danny Dillon is struggling
to accept this new responsibility. Written &
drawn by Szymon Kudranski. 32 pages for
$3.99

Invader Comics
Darla GN: The debut comic from director Josh
Ruben follows the groundbreaking path he's
forged through the horror genre with his films
Werewolves Within and Scare Me. Darla is a
demented mash up of Dead Zone and Requiem
for a Dream that explores the disturbing
underbelly of Americana through politics,
health, psychosis and murder. Written by Josh
Ruben with art from Brian Tippetts. 164 pages
for $24.99

Mad Cave
Monomyth #1: When the last ailing wizard
casts a final, desperate spell to summon the
descendants of ancient bloodlines to a school
for magic now in disrepair, those chosen ones
find a horror they never could have imagined.
They must confront the deepest parts of
themselves, their tragic pasts and defeat each
other to survive. Written by David Hazan with
art from Cecilia Lo Valvo. 32 pages for $3.99

Marvel
Carnage Reigns Alpha #1: One shot. With
his soul trapped within the Extrembiote Armor,
Cletus/Carnage has the means to level an
untold amount of chaos onto NYC. Luckily
Spider-Man is there to stand in his way…
Written by Alex Paknadel & Cody Ziglar with
art from Julius Ohta. 64 pages for $7.99

Groot #1 (of 4): Before he was a Guardian of
the Galaxy...before the Grootfall...young Groot
lived a life of tranquility on his serene home
world. But when monstrous invaders attack his
planet, Groot must accept his heroic destiny!
Will this destiny lead him to come to blows
with a young Kree soldier by the name of
Mar-Vell? Written by Dan Abnett with art from
Damian Couceiro. 40 pages for $4.99

Storm #1 (of 5): When another elemental
power emerges near the Xavier Mansion, it’ll
take Storm to the limit of her powers. Can the
new leader of the X-Men power through?
Written by Ann Nocenti with art from Sid
Kotian. 40 pages for $4.99

X-Men: Before the Fall—Sons of X #1: One
shot. A man of innumerable personalities and
powers vs. the most powerful artificial
intelligence in this universe: Legion vs.
Nimrod! With Nightcrawler in Orchis'
clutches, David Haller and his allies will have
to confront the mastermind who destroyed
Warlock and nearly took Krakoa with him. But
Nightcrawler is not himself…and Legion's
allies aren't all they seem to be either. Written
by Si Spurrier with art from Phil Noto. 40
pages for $4.99

Oni Press
Lamentation #1 (of 3): After weeks of
grueling rehearsals, a new production is set to
begin at the famed Requiem Theatre: Razide's
Lament, three acts of gothic horror set inside
a haunted castle, with a story that some say is
more than mere fantasy. Under the stern rule
of a dedicated but temperamental director, the
script seems to be ever-changing, and, more
mysterious still, our lead actress has found

Cult of Carnage: Misery #1 (of 5): Ah, yes,
good ol’ Liz Allen, we’ve all been wondering
what she’s up to. Well, her kiddo is Red
Goblin, but she doesn’t realize it—all she
knows is that RG has been hanging around, and
she’s gotta use the resources at her disposal as
the head of Alchemax to take matters into her
own hands and make sure nothing happens to
her baby boy. Written by Sabir Pirzada with
art from Francesco Mortarino. 40 pages for
$4.99

Daredevil & Echo #1 (of 4):  F o r
months, the bloodthirsty and demonic
Demogoblin has been kidnapping children so
as to wake an ancient and powerful evil deep
within the bowels of the city. Reunited at last
with Echo, herself fresh from a brief time as
the host of the Phoenix force, it falls to
Daredevil to stop Demagoblin and save New
York. Written by Taboo & B. Earl with art
from Phil Noto. 40 pages for $4.99

Extreme Venomverse #1 (of 5): A bunch of
Venom comics, you know…-verse, like
universe? But Venom? You know? Writing
from Ryan North, Leonardo Romer and Mirka
Andolfo with art from Paulo Siqueira, Nico
Leon & Leo Romero. 40 pages for $4.99

Fury #1: One shot. A glamorous rogue agent
with a deadly secret lures Nick Fury into the
action-thriller of a lifetime: his father’s.
Following the trail opens files from the howlin’
forties, the swingin’ sixties and today! But it
takes more than one Nick Fury to unlock a
mystery decades in the making, and to answer
the question...who is S.C.O.R.P.I.O.? Written
by Al Ewing with art from Scot Eaton, Tom
Reilly, Adam Kubert and Ramon Rosanas. 56
pages for $5.99
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Comix Experience Onomatopoeia is published
monthly by Comix Experience, and is based (very
loosely) on the original design by Larry Young. Then
I fucked it up. Completely free if you pick it up
in-store, but if you want us to mail it to you, hey, be
a cool cat and send us $10 for the year. All contents
are copyright and (tm) their actual owners, except
the stuff that’s not, which belongs to us. Brian still
hasn’t learned how to do captions properly, so go
right ahead and conclude that if you see a picture
of Superman, it doesn’t belong to us. This isn’t
exactly rocket science, afterall.. Frickin’ lawyers.
Your comments, accolades, and harsh criticism is
always sought, but what the hell are you reading
this little type for anyway? Are you really that
bored? Shouldn’t you be reading a comic? I mean,
really!

ONOMATOPOEIA
1. The naming of a thing or

action by a vocal imitation of
the sound associated with it .

2. The use of words whose
sound suggests the sense .
3. The only magazine that

goes snap, crackle and pop!!

COMIX EXPERIENCE IS:

Brian Hibbs
Katie Borrman
Zoe Hu
Katt Kelly

With
Max M.

305 Divisadero St.
(at Page)

SF CA, 94117
(415) 863-9258

e-Mail:
brian@comixexperience.com

….are you experienced?

herself cast in the role of a lifetime without so
much as an audition. Written by Cullen Bunn
with art from Arjuna Susini. 48 pages for $6.99

Memento Mori SC: A ruptured cerebral
aneurysm, the days and nights spent in an
intensive care unit, and the long, painful
recovery that led the artist to reflect on her life
both past and present. Much more than a story
of survival, Memento Mori is a philosophical
and psychological journey told with
exceptional honesty and compassion. Written
& drawn by Tiitu Takalo. 232 pages for $24.99

Pantheon Books
Blood of the Virgin HC: Seymour is an Iraqi
Jewish immigrant film editor who works for
an exploitation film production company. He,
his wife, and
their new
baby struggle
as he tries to
make it in the
m o v i e
b u s i n e s s ,
w r i t i n g
screenplays
on spec and
pining for the
chance to
direct. When
his boss buys
one of his
scripts for a
project called
Blood of the
Virgin and gives Seymour the chance to direct
it, what follows is a surreal, tragicomic
making-of journey. Written & drawn by
Sammy Harkham. 296 pages for $30

Silver Sprocket
Enlightened Transsexual Comix HC: An
ancient cosmological entity is on a mission to
spread her fluidity across the galaxy. Our raw,
uncut heroine roams the wasteland in defense
of trans rights and trans wrongs. The definitive
collection of Szabo's "ETC" comics series,
serving up a psychedelic stew of social satire
and gonzo gender theory! Written & drawn by
Sam Szabo. 128 pages for $24.99

Street Noise Books
Diana: My Graphic Obsession: Sivan
Piatigorsky-Roth is obsessed with Princess
Diana, in the specific, laser-focused way an
autistic person can be. This book is an
unorthodox biography of Diana Spencer told
through a particular autistic and transmasculine
lens, examining issues of identity and self-
determination, and the mythological parallels
in the lives of the royal family and the author.
Written & drawn by Sivan Piatigorsky-Roth.
160 pages for $19.99

Titan
Dead by Daylight #1 (of 4): Comes with an
exclusive in-game charm you can redeem.
When Frank crashes into the lives of Julie, Joey
and Susie, they will unleash bloody chaos onto
the sleepy, dead-end town of Ormand. Written
by Nadia Shammas with art from Dillon Sook.
32 pages for $4.99

Vault Comics
Queen of Swords #1: Serra is a witch with a
checkered past; Ka is an assassin with an
agenda all her own, and Deadheart is a
barbarian who wants to bash everyone in her
path. They'll have to unite their unique skills
to track down a powerful foe who's tied their
lives together. Get ready to meet your new
favorite instrument of death-the evil Ga'Bar,
whose spirit is now trapped in Deadheart's
sword! Written by Michael Moreci with art
from Corin Howell. 32 pages for $4.99
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Abrams Comicarts
Grand Slam Romance GN

Avery Hill
Pet Peeves (Nicole Roux)

AWA Studios
Gatsby OGN

Black Dog & Leventhal
Impossible People HC

Black Panel Press
The Amazing Camel Toe GN

Black Mask Studios
Don’t Avert Your Eyes

Boom! Studios
Ghostlore (of 12)

Conundrum Press
Adherent GN
Kettle Harbor GN

Dark Horse
Miss Truesdale & The Fall…. (Of 4)
Murder Inc.: Jagger Rose (of 6)
Survival (of 5)

DC Entertainment
Batman: the Brave & the Bold
City Boy (of 6)
Cyborg (of 6)
Green Lantern (2023)
New Talent Showcase: Milestone
Peacemaker: Tries Hard (of 6)
Power Girl Special
Shazam! (2023)
Spirit World (of 6)
Suicide Squad: Kill Arkham Asylum (of 5)
Titans (2023)
The Vigil (of 6 – Ram V)

Fantagraphics
Listen, Beautiful Marcia HC

:01 First Second
Tegan & Sara: Junior High

Humanoids
Gurvan: Dream of Earth
Incal Universe: Dying Star

IDW
Cat Fight

Image Comics
Arcade Kings (of 5)
Savage Strength of Starstorm
Something Epic
Starsigns

Invader Comics
Darla GN
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305 Divisadero St.     415-863-9258

…are you experienced?

Continued on Back!



Mad Cave
Monomyth

Marvel
Carnage Reigns: Alpha
Cult of Carnage: Misery (of 5)
Daredevil & Echo (of 4)
Extreme Venomverse (of 5)
Fury one-shot
Groot (of 4)
Storm (of 5)
X-Men: Before the Fall: Sons of X one-shot

Oni Press
Lamentation (of 3)
Memento Mori SC

Pantheon Books
Blood of the Virgin HC (Sammy Harkham)

Silver Sprocket
Enlightened Transsexual Comix HC

Street Noise Books
Diana: My Graphic Obsession

Titan
Dead By Daylight (of 4)

Vault Comics
Queen of Swords: A Barbaric Comic

Anything we missed?  Add it here!
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Gatsby OGN Murder Inc #1 Survival #1

Green Lantern #1 Titans #1 Gurvan OGN

Incal: Dying Star Something Epic #1 Monomyth #1

Carnage: Misery #1 Venomverse #1 X-Men: Sons of X


